
Fwd: Re: Response from IPO to email of 10 January 2023 (Richard Perry proof of crime at Patent
Office) FAO: Mrs. Smith Director, Action Fraud

From RP <richard@theperryestate.com>
To <contact@actionfraud.pnn.police.uk>
Copy <andrew.bartlett@ipo.gov.uk>, <PDHearings@ipo.gov.uk>, <jamie.frost@ipo.gov.uk>
Date 2023-01-22 00:27

 Gmail Thread Richard and Darren Cooke in relation to firing of Mr. Moss 10th -12th January 2023.pdf(~175 KB)

FAO: Director Pauline Smith, Action Fraud, City of London Police
21st January 2023.

Dear Mrs. Smith,
This is a forward of an email received from Mr. Bartlett at the Patent Office who are criminally, maliciously and deceitfully preventing me from filing
my work.
They are doing this to cause as much destruction as possible as they go down because that's how criminals behave.

I have tried filing my patent application for my Fantail Ties (which is another innovation in construction) at least a dozen times.
I sent it three times by registered post which the patent office signed for; I have already sent you the proof by the registered delivery slip and
signature of receipt etc.

The Patent Office had continually denied that they had received the application which they had signed for at least two or three times. The Office also
wrote at least
two fraudulent and deceitful letters that stated that they had not received my applications and stated that I couldn't understand how to file my work by
online filing despite having done so for at least the last 15 years (one letter 22nd June 2022 authored by Jamie Frost who claims to be a professor but
who doesn't seem to be very bright, and the other one from another man in the litigation legal department. Ask Darren Cooke - he knows about it).

The letter that was written by someone in their legal department was written before the hearing of 6th June 2022 with Ms. Taylor but not sent to me
anywhere near the time of writing because the Patent Office had not anticipated that I would be prepared to confront them. During the hearing I put
questions to them where the answers can only prove their fraud and crime against me. I have undeniable evidence that the Patent Office (and Tim Moss etc)
are conspiring with the Bristol Official Receiver and also the worldwide firms who defrauding me and undermining the UK economy, to keep me deprived of
my IP rights and preventing me from realising any gain from my creations and investment. This is because they can't get hold of it in an lawful way and I
wont do business with criminals.

I made it clear that this was the case and then the Office criminally and fraudulently falsified the date of the letter written before the hearing to try
and make it look like they had written it after the hearing. They did this to try and gain an advantage and conceal evidence and crime. I have both
letters with the two different dates on them. Darren Cooke then passed the falsified one to me through email (in fact he may have even sent both during
the time when i had pointed out the falsification) knowing that the date had been falsified. The Office and Mr. Cooke tried to make it look like an
innocent mistake when it was authored in an attempt to conceal serious crime and prevent me from having my rights handed back and reinstated.

on January 10th/11th/12th Darren Cooke had informed me by email that Mr. Moss has now been removed from the Office and told me yet again that he had
received my patent application for my fantail ties and had now passed it on for filing due to Mr. Moss's departure. This would suggest Mr. Moss was the
one deliberately blocking me form filing my work.  See attached PDF of the email thread.

However: instead of sending me my filing application and confirming the system had now been unblocked so that I could file my work again, Mr. Bartlett
suddenly replies with yet another deceitful and malicious letter from the newly appointed CEO's Office that states/insinuates that they still refuse to
accept my work and tell me to take them to court instead. I mean come in this is serious abuse and hate against me because i taking down criminals who
shouldn't be operating an Office that is handling people's investments in anyway whatsoever.

This is serious crime being carried out to prevent me from obtaining any new IP rights, to perpetrate hate and malice against me, to attempt to evade
liability by deception; deceit and fraud by false representation and severe abuse and bullying. Unlawfully invoking powers of the state against an
individual who has exposed serious and organised crime being carried out against the People of the United Kingdom by that corrupted and compromised
Government Department.

In his email to me Mr. Bartlett refers to the email of the 10th January and yet his intention is to deceive and evade answering the questions put to Mr.
Cooke in the same email thread but on the 12th January - see PDF attachment. He does not mention the emails of the 12 th Jan at all and yet his letter
and email is not sent until the 18th January as proven in the forwarded email below.

In the email of the 12th Jan 2023 I ask whether or not my hearing application to reinstate my patents will now be reviewed considering Mr. Moss was
involved in crime and has now been removed. Surely by any common sense this event should automatically trigger a review without me having to appeal to
any Courts whatsoever. I also asked for a confirmation from the Office that the filing system has now finally been unblocked. This is because if Mr.
Cooke has yet again confirmed and stated that my FanTail ties patent application has been received then the Office clearly is receiving my applications
which is in direct contradiction to their false and fraudulent statements. Therefore it proves that the letters they have written about the filing issue
wherein they claim they have not blocked me from the filing system are criminal and fraudulent and that their intention to stop me from restarting my
work and career is malicious and criminal. The Patent Office does not have any lawful right whatsoever to prevent me from filing new work, regardless of
the fact that the Patent Office is on the hook for a £25billion fraud against me which i intend to litigate and prosecute even if it takes me the next 20
years.

I also replied to Mr. Bartlett asking for my filing receipt for my Fantail Ties that Mr. Cooke told me he had passed on for filing as shown in the
forwarded portion of this email and the dialogue between myself and himself. PDF Attachment. The Office now refuse all communication and refuse to send
out my receipt in the same way that they deliberately refused and failed to send me any patent renewal notices which led to a large portion of my patents
lapsing and lost besides the loss where the Office deliberately destroyed my patents by fraudulent examination etc.

This email is to inform you yet again that if nothing is done immediately to start rectifying this murderous, barbaric and cruel situation I will be
issuing criminal charges against the Patent Office myself.

Mr. Bartlett informs me to serve papers on the Treasury Solicitor, but he doesn't seem to understand the difference between civil proceedings and
criminal proceedings. I am telling you that I will be laying an information in London Magistrates Court for this to be heard in the Crown Court. A Crown
Court before a Jury where criminal sanctions will be imposed, and not some silly little corrupted and bent civil court presided over by corrupted and



bent little judges like Richard Hacon, Anthony Mann, Arnold, Lewison, Newey and all the rest of them who are intent on destroying IP rights and allowing
worldwide firms to undermine the United Kingdom economy.

A start can be made by bringing criminal charges against the Patent Office for Malice and Deceit just for the issue of preventing me from filing my work
that has brought enjoyment to hundreds of millions of people and businesses around the world, whilst i've been left bankrupted and impoverished and
fighting Government corruption and judicial crime all on my own for almost ten years.

I believe Darren Cooke is an innocent party and anything he may have done that would be illegal is most probably done in fear of losing his job.
The others do not have the same excuse or protection because they are authoring these letters and conspiring to commit crime.
Fire the God damn lot of them and jail them all: tendering of false statements, fraud, criminal attempts to destroy me and my property, criminal damage,
aiding and abetting, subornation to serious fraud, corroboration, concealment etc. There are at least a dozen charges under the Criminal Law Act. Then
they can have a good long hard think about their actions at His Majesty's pleasure. It would clean up the Patent Office and pave the way for inventors
and investors to lawfully gain from their talent and investments by realising their dreams and business/innovation potential.

Sincerely
Richard Perry

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Re: Response from IPO to email of 10 January 2023
Date: 2023-01-18 11:23
From: RP <richard@theperryestate.com>
To: Andy Bartlett <Andrew.Bartlett@ipo.gov.uk>

Dear Mr. Bartlett.
Thank you for email.
This is really very simple.
Your office intentionally and maliciously blocked me from filing my work because I exposed a suspicion of organized crime being carried out to undermine
the patent system and the uk economy.
Mr. Moss has now been removed and mr cook informed me he had now accepted one of my recent applications for my fantail ties innovation. I am still
awaiting a receipt for that application.

I then asked if your office had now unblocked the system so that I can file my work as I have a lawful right to do.
Instead of confirming that you have now unblocked the system to avoid escalation of this issue your office has decided to reply with your email. This
seems to be goading me into suing your office to prevent me from filing my work because your office is conspiring with the worldwide firms who are
defrauding it. Your plan is to try and delay my work and destroy as much of it as possible which is what criminals do.
Therefore I will file criminal charges in my local magistrates court along with an interim injunction to order your office to unblock the filing system
so that I can file my work.

Please accept this email as my attempt to negotiate and mitigate. I will wait 7 Days and if there is no cooperation I will be issuing criminal charges
for malicious mischief and deceit in relation to the filing issue.

Please send my receipt for my fantail ties application.

All your office needs to do is allow me to file my work - problem solved.

Richard Perry

On 2023-01-18 02:41, Andy Bartlett wrote:

Dear Mr Perry,

Please find attached a final letter from the IPO, in response to your
email of 10th January 2023.

Yours sincerely,

Andy

Andy Bartlett  | Deputy CEO and Director of Services

Intellectual Property Office | Concept House | Cardiff Road | Newport
| South Wales | NP10 8QQ

Tel: +44 (0)1633 814993 | Email: Andrew.Bartlett@ipo.gov.uk
 [1]  [2]   [3]  www.gov.uk/ipo [4]  

IPO | Making life better through IP

Intellectual Property Office is an operating name of the Patent Office
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